MINOR IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 2021-22 CATALOG
PLAN OF STUDY

YEAR 1
- FALL or SPRING SEMESTER
  - CS 135 (3)

YEAR 2
- FALL or SPRING SEMESTER
  - CS 270/L (3)

YEAR 3
- FALL SEMESTER
  - ITE 444 (3)
- SPRING SEMESTER
  - CS 443 (3)

YEAR 4
- FALL SEMESTER
  - CS ELECTIVE (3)
- SPRING SEMESTER
  - CS 490** (3)
  - CS 457 (3)

IMPORTANT NOTES:
Per UNLV catalog, students are solely responsible for knowing and completing their degree requirements.
A minimum grade of “C” is required in all minor courses. Students are expected to follow the course prerequisites outlined in the UNLV 2021-22 Undergraduate Catalog.
2.00 or higher UNLV GPA is required for graduation.
*Students can elect either to register for CS 490 to study topics that prepare them for certification exams or to register for one of the pre-approved courses offered by College of Southern Nevada (CSN). See list below.
The following is a list of pre-approved courses at CSN: CIT 211 Microsoft Networking I, CIT 263 Introduction to IT Project Management, CIT 283 Oracle Database Administration II, CIT Oracle PL/SQL Programming II or CIT 216 CIT 216 Server+.
Topics available in CS 490: Oracle PL/SQL developer, Oracle MYSQL developer, Oracle Database SQL Oracle Java Standard Edition Programmer, Microsoft Certified Solution Associate (MSCA) SQL Server or Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA).
**CS Elective is subject to Computer Science Department Approval.
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